26th season 2020
LIBRARY SCIENCE TALKS

Geneva, livestream (EN) 20/04
Zurich, livestream (DE) 21/04
«Research Data Management at EPFL»*
Eliane Blumer, EPFL Lausanne

Geneva, livestream 11/05
Zurich, livestream 12/05
«The Shift towards a Library of Data»*
Esther Chen & Florian Krautli, MPI WG Berlin

Geneva, livestream 15/05
Zurich, livestream 16/05
«Generating Metadata With AI - Experience of the National Library of the Netherlands»*
Sara Veldhoen, Royal Library of the Netherlands Den Haag

Geneva, UNOG Library (EN) 21/09
Zurich, ZB (DE) 22/09
«The perfect storm – challenges for research libraries in the coming decade»
Torsten Reimer, BL London

Geneva, HEPIA 19/10
Zurich, ZB 20/10
«Never say Never. About the Restoration of Henry van de Velde’s Booktower»
Sylvia van Peteghem, University Ghent

Geneva, ILO 16/11
Zurich, ZB 17/11
«Blending analytics and curation: data explorations from a library in a cultural organization »
Luis Martínez-Uribe, Fundacion Juan March
*Due to COVID-19, this Library Science Talk will take place over live stream. Please visit our website for further information.

Geneva 17:15
-18:45
Various locations
Guests have to register in advance
t.zbzuerich.ch/geneva

Zurich 17:15
-18:45
Zentralbibliothek Zürich | Hermann-Escher-Saal
No need for prior registration
t.zbzuerich.ch/zurich

*Due to COVID-19, this Library Science Talk will take place over live stream. Please visit our website for further information.